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The methods of evaluation of target enterprise include sum of valuation of 
static assets，comparing with analogous enterprise and discount of future income. 
And each method has its own applying conditions. Now westward developed 
countries usually use the third. One condition of using the third is mature security 
market and perfect bursar system. But the three conventional methods don’t take 
the real option valuation of target enterprise into account，so they always lead to 
underestimate. In order to solving the problem there is another method derived 
from conventional three methods. We name it the method subjoining real options. 
The derived method bases on conventional three methods and subjoins the 
valuation of real options，so it educes complete valuation of target enterprise. 
Each method has its own applying conditions，so the optimum valuing 
method in M&A depends on the special circumstance of one country. Now in 
China supervising system in security market has not been mature with a short 
developing time and bursar misdeed is serious with bursar system not perfect 
enough. So it decides that comparing with real option added and discount with real 
option added are not suit to China M&A market. And so the cost of renewedly 
buying adding real option，one method of the static assets，is optimum selection in 
China M&A market. 
This dissertation include four parts，the whole structure of the dissertation is 
as the following: 
The first part，Chapter 1，is an introduction. It shows the background and 
sense of the researching and those existing theories of M&A. 
The second part，Chapter 2，sets forth the theoretical basis using in research
——real option theory. 
The third part，Chapter 3，first analyzes the circumstance of M&A in China 
including bursar circumstance，security circumstance and moral circumstance，and 
so on. Then deduces the best selection of target enterprise valuing. 
The last part，Chapter 4，detail the valuing process of the cost of renewedly 
buying with real option added. And then analyze the difference between the cost of 
renewedly buying with real option added and conventional three methods with 
some examples.   
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